it, is to infuse a tea-spoonful and a half of the dried herb, finely cut iip, in a quart of warm water, and to drink half-a-pint of this infusion inorning and night for two successive days ; and on the third to omit it, and take a tea-spoonful of flowers of sulphur. This plan was pursued for forty days; during which time exercise was to be avoided, and an abstemious diet observed. 4. Motion appears, therefore, to constitute the life, power, and energy, of matter; and is the active soul of the universe. Matter is its patient, and the relative phenomena of bodies are the results. As it acts on aggregates by contact, or by impulse, on and through media, it constitutes the object of physical philosophy; and, as it affects compounds or structures of atoms, it is the object of chemical philosophy.
5. As no accident of matter can create motion, so all motion may be traced to some previously-existing motion, which has been transferred by mechanical combination ; and, as existing motions are necessarily transferred and diffused, so no motion is lost; though, by its equal diffusion, it may cease to exhibit sensible phenomena.
6. The facility of receiving motion being equal to the facility of diffusing it, and motion in bodies constituting their power, all action and re-action are necessarily equal; and, motions being inversely as the number of atoms, all bodies act, therefore, on other bodies, at such distances as to produce equal momenta in the agent and patient: consequently, if free to move, or uninfluenced by paramount motions, their reciprocal actions and re-actions oblige them to revolve round a fulcrum or centre of the masses, necessarily producing equal momenta by forces of impulse, which, diverging through a sphere, are in eltvers bodies to each other inversely as the squares of their distances.
7. The motion of masses round a fulcrum or centre of masses, proves its mechanical origin, and that it is the effect of equilibrium of momenta, in which the masses, being constant quantities, the distances from the centre of motion must he inversely as those quantities. Rain-gauge frozen.
